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Abstract
Central to improving people’s quality of life is the ability to measure this concept. This is, however,
made difficult by the concept’s multi-dimensional nature. The primary research objective of this paper
was to construct a composite index to measure and compare the quality of life of different demographic
and socio-economic groups across the Gauteng City-Region (GCR) in South Africa. The second research
objective was to determine the dimensions that explain the most variance in the data set of each of the
different demographic and socio-economic groups. A method introduced by Nicolette et al. (2000) that
employs Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to weight the index was used, and this paper represents
the first attempt in South Africa to apply this method. PCA was also used to analyse variance between
the demographic and socio-economic groups. The paper found the quality of life scores of urban, high
income, male, Asian and White, and younger respondents to be higher than those of the other groups.
Furthermore, the quality of life scores of Africans, low income, female, older, and non-urban dwellers
were relatively low. The dimension ‘housing and infrastructure’ explained the most variance for the
groups with lower quality of life scores, while the dimension ‘social relationships’ explained the most
variance in the data set for the groups with higher quality of life scores. Furthermore, the dimension
‘socio-economic status’ explained a high proportion of variance in all the groups. These dimensions give
an indication of the areas to be addressed to improve quality of life.
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1. Introduction
The improvement of the quality of life of all South Africans is high on the agenda at national (The National
Planning Commission, 2012) and regional levels of government (The Gauteng Planning Commission,
2012) and it is therefore important to develop an instrument that can measure this multi-dimensional
concept. The need therefore exists for a composite index of quality of life with the ability to both track
the quality of life of people over time and compare it across different demographic and socio-economic
groups. Such a measure could identify those demographic and socio-economic groups with low levels of
quality of life and also highlight dimensions that need to be prioritised in order to improve the wellbeing
of people.
In South Africa there are a limited number of quality of life indices and measures of wellbeing. Indices
that measure wellbeing nationally include: the Quality of Life Index of Moller and Schlemmer (1983), the
Living Standard Measure (LSM) Index produced by the South African Audience Research Foundation
(SAARF) (2013), the South African Development Index of the South African Institute of Race Relations
(2011), and the Everyday Quality of Life Index (Higgs, 2007). The following indices measure wellbeing
at a regional level: the Quality of Metropolitan City Life in South Africa Index (Naude, et al., 2009), the
Non-Economic Quality of Life Index at Sub-National Levels (Rossouw & Naude, 2008) and the Quality
of Life Index of the Gauteng City-Region Observatory (GCRO, 2011).
Although these quality of life indices make distinctive contributions to the study field, the focus of these
studies is often to measure only objective or subjective quality of life or only economic or non-economic
quality of life, rather than all of the above. Furthermore, many of the indices use equal weighting, which
does not necessarily reflect the priorities of the communities.
The primary objective of this paper is therefore to construct a composite index of quality of life to measure
wellbeing in the Gauteng City-Region (GCR)1 that will take into account objective, subjective, economic
and non-economic dimensions and that will be objectively weighted. To this end, the paper employs a
novel method introduced by Nicoletti et al. (2000) drawing on Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
and used for the first time in South Africa in this paper to construct a composite index of quality of life.
Furthermore, the quality of life of different demographic and socio-economic groups in the GCR is then
compared using this newly constructed composite index.
The second objective of this paper is to compare the components that explain the most variance in the
data set of the different demographic and socio-economic groups. Here a data set collected by GCRO in
2009 on quality of life in the GCR was used and separate PCAs were conducted for each group.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief literature review on the
development and measurement of quality of life. This is followed by an explanation in Section 3 of the
method used to construct and weight composite indices, the practical application of PCA and the selection
of the indicator variables included in the analysis. Section 4 discusses the results of the PCA analysis and
Section 5 explains the construction of the composite index of quality of life. In Section 6 the constructed

1

The GCR is an area in South Africa which includes the Gauteng Province and the cities (municipalities) in adjacent provinces
that are economically and functionally linked to the province and are within a 175 km radius of central Johannesburg. Gauteng
is the smallest province in South Africa but contributes almost 33% to the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Gauteng
Provincial Government, 2010).
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index is used to calculate and compare the quality of life scores for the different demographic and socio–
economic groups in the GCR. Section 7 reviews the results of the components, explaining the reason(s)
for the variance between the different demographic and socio-economic groups. The paper ends with a
series of conclusions based on the application of the PCA and the drawing up of the composite quality
of life index.
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2. Literature review on quality
of life
This section briefly discusses the concept of quality of life and the theories and approaches that have
developed over the years. The section also reviews the literature on the measurement of quality of life as
well as current quality of life measures and quality of life studies in South Africa.

2.1

Quality of life: definitions and theoretical approaches

The literature does not contain a standard definition of quality of life. According to Sumner (2004)
the definition of quality of life has evolved as the theory developed from a pure economic to a multidisciplinary multi-dimensional approach. In the 1950s, quality of life was perceived as an economic
phenomenon that was measured by a single indicator – GDP per capita. This perception changed, and in
the 1970s it was recognised that quality of life is a much broader, multi-dimensional concept. The pure
economic approach to quality of life was based on the theory of utility (Samuelson, 1948). Utility theory
assumes that as income increases the consumption of goods increases, which in turn leads to higher
levels of utility and wellbeing. In the 1970s the utility theory was replaced by the basic needs approach,
which is much broader. Basic needs theory evolved to include a wider range of needs described as the
human development theory. This theory assumes that people experiencing a high quality of life have
significantly satisfied their developmental needs. The theory is based on Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of
needs and includes lower-order needs, such as health, safety and economic factors, and higher-order
needs such as social factors, self-esteem, actualisation, knowledge and aesthetics.
In the 1980s, one of the most influential theories of quality of life was developed by Nobel Laureate
Amartya Sen (Costanza et al., 2007). According to this theory a person’s life can be viewed in terms
of functionings and capabilities. Functionings are the activities and situations that people consider as
important in their lives. These can be captured through observable achievements such as health status,
level of education and current employment status. Capabilities are an assessment of a person’s life
according to the degree of freedom a person has to choose among various functionings. The functionings
or achievements are the end goals of human life; while capabilities are the ‘freedoms of choice’ a person
has to experience the functionings (Costanza et al., 2007). This theory strongly influenced the Human
Development Index, which is one of the most used developement indices and has been published since
1990 (United Nations Development Progamme, 2010).
In the late 1990s, the tradition of measuring wellbeing subjectively that originated in the behavioural
sciences was increasingly accepted as an alternative approach to explain quality of life (Diener & Suh,
1997). The theory identified by Sirgy as “personal utility” is explained as the personal evaluation of
community members’ satisfaction with their “[o]verall life, social life, family life and spiritual life” (Sirgy,
2011: 6). According to Sirgy, many theories were developed under the umbrella of the subjective approach
to quality of life. These theories include the hedonic psychology theory, the social judgement theory, the
positive/negative affect theory, the human flourishing, flow and engagement theories and the purpose
and meaning in life theories.2

2

For a more detailed discussion of these theories see Sirgy (2011).
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A recent development in the quality of life theoretical approaches is the concept of sustainability, which
can be described as the effort to meet the needs of the present generation without compromising those
of future generations. This theory considers both environmental and human wellbeing concepts and
implies that people and the ecosystem must be treated equally. According to Sirgy (2011: 15) “[o]ne
cannot have a good human condition in a bad environment”.
As there is no standard definition of quality of life, how it is defined for the purposes of this paper is
influenced by the theoretical framework adopted. Stiglitz et al. (2009: 58)3 state that the information relevant
to evaluate quality of life includes both “[p]eople’s self-report and perceptions” as well as “[m]easures of
their functionings and freedoms”, and this paper therefore adopted the capabilities and functionings and
the subjective wellbeing theories to describe the quality of life of people in the GCR. It follows that the
definition of quality of life used in the paper is therefore fairly comprehensive and includes functionings
and capabilities as explained by Sen (1985), and subjective measures as presented in the personal utility
approach explained by Sirgy (2011). Quality of life is therefore defined as the extent to which objective
functionings are fulfilled considering peoples’ capabilities in relation to personal or group perceptions
of subjective wellbeing (definition adapted from Costanza et al., 2007). According to Costanza et al. the
perceived satisfaction can be affected by mental capacity, cultural context, information, education and
temperament and the next section of the paper discusses how quality of life can be measured.

2.2 The measurement of quality of life
As the theoretical approaches to quality of life evolved, the measures of the concept also developed.
Quality of life was originally measured by a single indicator – GDP. This approach was challenged by
Easterlin (1974) who found that growth in GDP and subjective wellbeing correlate poorly. Therefore,
GDP is not an adequate measure of the quality of life, and broader measures of wellbeing are needed
(McGillivray, 2005).
One of the approaches to improve the measures of quality of life has been to adjust GDP by monetising
different aspects that are not counted in GDP; for example, social and environmental factors. Other
adjustments that have been made are to incorporate purchasing power parity and to include differences
in income distribution among countries. The problem with many of these adjustments is the difficulty in
quantifying and monetising these different aspects (Conceicao & Bandura, 2008).
Attempts to measure quality of life going beyond GDP have traditionally included two approaches. The
first method used since the 1970s is an objective approach in which various social indicators are used to
complement GDP. In this case, quantitative statistics which are readily observed are used, such as crime
rates, life expectancy, years of education, disease rate and housing standards (Moller & Schlemmer, 1989).
The second approach is subjective in nature and uses subjective measures that are personal judgments
of objective conditions (Moller & Schlemmer, 1983) expressed as satisfaction or happiness. In recent
years there has also been a movement to construct composite indices of quality of life that are multidimensional and include either objective, subjective or both types of indicators (Cummins, 2000). The
composite indices can be constructed at different geographical levels, such as international, national,
regional or community levels. Sharpe (1999: 47), however, argues that “[t]he geographical dimension
has little effect on the construction of an index, as the only difference between constructing indices at

3
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In the paper, “Stiglitz et al.”, refers to the Report by the Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress and is used interchangeably with “Stiglitz Report”.
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different geographical levels is the availability of data for the different geographical demarcations”. In
this research the main focus is on the construction of composite indices of quality of life that are multidimensional and include both objective and subjective measures.

2.3 A review of current quality of life indices: dimensions and
indicators
This section reviews select quality of life indices which include both objective and subjective measurements.
In addition, it reviews recommendations made in seminal reports on the construction of quality of life
measures. These measures and reports have been developed or published recently and include: Your
Better Life Index by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2011), Beyond
GDP (European Commission, 2007), the Happiness Index of Bhutan (The Centre for Bhutan Studies,
2008), the Canadian Wellbeing Index (Canadian Index of Well-being, 2009), the recommendations of the
Stiglitz Report (2009), the Happiness Index of the United Kingdom (UK) (Office for National Statistics of
the United Kingdom, 2012) and the recommendations of the World Happiness Report (United Nations,
2012). The quality of life dimensions included in the measuring instruments and highlighted in the
recommendations of the reports are shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1: The dimensions of quality of life measures
Dimensions of
QoL* included
in indices

Your Better
Life Index

Beyond
GDP

Housing

×

Income/GDP

×

×

Jobs

×

×

Community
involvement

×

Education

×

Environment

×

Civic
engagement/
good
governance

×

Health

×

Life satisfaction

×

Safety

×

Work-life
balance

×

Culture
Age, gender

Happiness
Index of
Bhutan

Canadian
WB**
index

Stiglitz
Report

Happiness
Index of
the UK

World
Happiness
Report

×

×

×

×

×

×

×
×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×
×

*QoL=Quality of life
**WB=Wellbeing
Source: Authors’ selection of indices
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According to Table 1, the following dimensions of quality of life are included in the reviewed quality
of life measures and are also recommended in the seminal reports on quality of life: housing, income,
employment, community involvement, education, civic engagement and good governance, health, life
satisfaction, safety, culture, work-life balance, a dimension which includes a selection of demographic
characteristics, and an environmental dimension. As can be seen from Table 1 the same dimension often
recurs in the different measuring instruments.
Each of these dimensions is measured by either observable, objective measuring items or by measuring
items that assess the subjective responses of respondents. Table 2 provides a number of examples of the
measuring items used in the selected quality of life measures.
Table 2: The measuring items used in contemporary measures of quality of life
Dimension

Objective measuring items

Subjective measuring items

Housing

Type of housing

Satisfaction with dwelling

Piped water in the house
Electricity for lighting
Income/GDP per
person

Income per month

Satisfaction with money available
Income relative to neighbours
Satisfaction with standard of living
Perceived socio-economic status

Jobs/employment

Being employed in the previous seven days

Satisfaction with working conditions

Type of employment
Community/social
connections

Membership of civic organisations

Education

Years of education

Satisfaction with time spent with family
Satisfaction with time spent with friends
Satisfaction with marriage

Literacy rate
School enrolment rate
Environment

Emission indicators
Access to clean water
Deforestation

Civic engagement/
good governance

Participation in elections

Health

Life expectancy

Opinion of political freedom
Satisfaction with the performance of
government
Self-reported health

Mortality rates
HIV infection rates
Life satisfaction

Perceived life satisfaction
Perceived happiness

Safety

Crime rate

Work-life balance

Hours spent at work
Number of hours available for leisure

Culture

Language
Socio-cultural participation

Age, gender

Respondent’s age
Respondent’s gender

8
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Table 2 illustrates that the majority of the dimensions of quality of life can be measured by objective as
well as subjective measuring items.
In this research the selection of the measuring items to be included in a composite index of quality of life
was guided by the reviewed theoretical approaches and the reviewed current quality of life measures.
In the next section literature on quality of life in South Africa is discussed.

2.4 Quality of life research in South Africa
Since the 1980s there have been a number of initiatives to collect quality of life data in South Africa. An
important early survey was the South African Quality of Life Trends Project of the Institute of Social and
Economic Research, which tracked the subjective wellbeing in South Africa from 1983 to 2010 (Moller,
2012). A set of 35 subjective indicators was developed and the full set of indicators was used to collect data
at three points over the time period. In addition, two longer trend lines for global indicators measuring
satisfaction with life as a whole and happiness were collected more frequently.
Other surveys that specifically focus on the quality of life indicators of South Africa are: the Afrobarometer,
which reports on the social, political, and economic atmosphere in African countries; the Human Sciences
Research Council’s (HSRC) Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS) that includes two global subjective wellbeing
questions as well as a subjective question on respondents’ future outlook; the AMPS survey, conducted
by the SAARF, and which includes LSM; and since 2008 the Southern Africa Labour and Development
Research Unit (SALDRU) has been collecting quality of life data containing objective and subjective
measures through the National Income Dynamics Study (NIDS).
In Gauteng, the Community Agency for Social Enquiry (CASE) conducted a quality of life survey in
2006 that focussed on three areas of Johannesburg. However, the most comprehensive regional survey
that includes the Gauteng Province was conducted by the GCRO for the GCR, and it is this data that are
utilised in this research.
Although quality of life surveys have been conducted in South Africa, there have been limited attempts
to construct composite indices. Moller and Schlemmer (1983) found the use of a selection of indicators
to be more adequate to describe quality of life in South Africa than synthesizing the indicators into a
composite index. However, in recent years the demand for a composite index that can reflect the multidimensional concept of quality of life has increased. Such an index is used by policy-makers to gauge the
overall progress of a society (OECD, 2008) and guide policy decisions.
Possibly the best-known quality of life index used in South Africa is the SAARF’s Development Index
that they have published since 1994. It includes 13 variables that have been collected in the AMPS data set
relating to the provision of services and changes in wealth. The South African Institute of Race Relations
(SAIRR) has also constructed a development index (2011). The index includes 27 variables that assess
South Africa’s performance across six areas including the economy, education, health, living conditions,
gender, and crime. The choice of these six areas is based on SAIRR’s assessment of the importance of
these factors for development in South Africa. Furthermore, a Mercer index also exists which measures
the quality of life of expatriates in cities across the world, including in Johannesburg and Cape Town. It is
based on 39 criteria grouped into ten categories: the political-social environment, economic environment,
socio-cultural, medical and health, schools and education, public services and transport, recreation,
natural environment, consumer goods and housing.
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Higgs (2007) developed the Everyday Quality of Life Index (EQoLI) to measure the development
progress of South Africans. The measure includes the following areas of wellbeing: socio-economic
status, urbanisation, health, stress/pressure, quality of the environment, satisfaction of human needs,
connectivity, optimism, subjective wellbeing and an overall measure of wellbeing. The index is constructed
by making use of correspondence analysis to determine the relative continuum of variables in which the
weighting of the first factor, and in certain accounts the second factor, are used to weight the index. The
study compiled intermediate composite indices which were then combined to form the EQoLI.
Furthermore, a composite index of quality of life was constructed for the GCR by the GCRO. This index
includes 56 subjectively and objectively measured indicators, covering ten dimensions of quality of
life: work, socio-political factors, security, life satisfaction, education/connectivity, community, family,
housing, infrastructure and health. The index is constructed by calculating an average score for each
dimension and adding the scores linearly.
On a sub-national level (metropolitan cities and municipalities), Rossouw and Naudé (2008) and Naudé
et al. (2009) constructed non-economic quality of life measures that use PCA in the initial phases of the
construction of composite indices.
Except for those focussing racial differences, studies highlighting the differences in the quality of life
of different demographic and socio-economic groups in South Africa are scarce. In general, the studies
focussing on racial differences find African households worse off than other race groups, as would be
expected (see Moller & Schlemmer, 1983; Klasen, 2000; Moller and Dickhow, 2002; Higgs, 2007; Posel &
Casale, 2011; GCRO, 2011; Moller, 2012;and the SASAS by the HSRC, 2013). These findings reflect the
apartheid history of South Africa and its ongoing legacy.
The studies that compare other demographic and socio-economic groups found women, people in
rural areas and people over the age of 46 to have poorer levels of quality of life than others (see Klasen,
2000; Higgs, 2007; Rossouw & Naudé, 2008 and GCRO, 2011). Rossouw and Naudé (2008) found that if
geographical quality of life is measured, non-urban areas have a higher score than urban areas.
Furthermore, studies on quality of life and subjective wellbeing show similar results regarding the
factors that influence wellbeing the most. These factors are: housing, basic services, social relationships,
education, employment and safety (Kingdon & Knight, 2003; Powdthavee, 2003; Bookwalter, et al., 2006;
CASE, 2006; Higgs, 2007; Hinks & Gruen, 2007; GCRO, 2011; Moller, 2012 and HSRC, 2013). Amongst
these factors, those that appear to be the most influential are housing and basic services, employment
and education.
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3. Methodology
This section reviews the methodology used to construct and weight composite indices. It describes PCA
and the practical application of this method. Furthermore, the GCRO Quality of Life Survey data set is
described, as well as the selection of the indicator variables.

3.1

The construction of composite indices

According to Sharpe and Smith (2005: 7) a composite index “[i]s the aggregation of individual indicators
into a single index or bottom line using a certain weighting scheme”.4
McGranahan et al. (1972) set out certain steps that need to be followed in the construction of a composite
index. First, the dimensions need to be selected based on a theoretical framework. This is known as the
top-down approach, although in the construction of composite indices of quality of life the bottom-up
approach is often used (Sirgy, 2011). The bottom-up approach uses survey methods to determine which
dimensions should be included in a composite index without adopting a certain overarching theory that
guides the selection of the dimensions (Dluhy & Swartz, 2006). According to Dluhy and Swartz (2006) the
selection of the appropriate theory should be guided by the fitness-for-purpose principle and it should
clearly define the concept that needs to be measured as well as the sub-components, the selection of the
individual indicators and an indication of which components are important to guide the weighting of the
indicators.
The second step according to McGranahan et al. (1972) is to acquire good quality data as the quality of
the data determines the soundness of the composite index. The third step is to select a method to treat
missing data. According to the Handbook on the Construction of Composite Indices (OECD, 2008) there are
three ways of dealing with missing data: deleting the case listwise or pairwise if any of the variables are
missing, single imputation, or multiple imputation (OECD, 2008). The fourth step is the exploration of
the data using multivariate analysis techniques to determine the underlying structure and constructs in
the data.
McGranahan et al. (1972) describe the fifth phase in the construction of a composite index as the weighting
and aggregation of the index. The selection of the weighting method is one of the main challenges in
the construction of composite indices as the method should address the research question, it should
be acceptable to policy-makers and the people whose quality of life is assessed, and it should be a true
reflection of the measured quality of life. The final stage is to assess the robustness of the composite index.
Various advantages and disadvantages of composite indices are debated in the literature. One of the
advantages mentioned is that the indices make it easier for the general public and policy-makers to
follow trends in these indices rather than to identify common movements across many separate indicators
(OECD, 2008). Furthermore, the indices are useful tools in policy analysis as they help set policy priorities
and benchmark performance (Nardo et al., 2005) and provide a means to compare different measuring
units of analysis in which the different indicators are measured.
Disadvantages mentioned are that composite indices can communicate misleading information if the
index is poorly constructed and the selection and weighting of the indicators is not transparent (Sharpe,

4

In the literature a composite index is also referred to as a synthetic index.
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2004). These indices can also contribute to users or policy-makers reaching the wrong conclusions
and consequently making incorrect policy decisions. In addition, composite indices can disguise poor
performance in certain dimensions and therefore confuse remedial action (OECD, 2008).
Judged by the increasing demand for composite indices by policy-makers and the growing number of
composite indices that have been developed across the world over the last few years (Bandura, 2006), it
appears that composite indices have advantages.
According to Sumner (2004), a constructed composite index should be: relevant to the policy-makers,
measurable, cost-effective, user-friendly, a direct measure of progress, specific to the phenomena, valid
at all times, reliable, not be easily manipulated, and up to date at all times.

3.2 The weighting of composite indices
As mentioned in the previous section, one of the main challenges in the construction of composite indices
is the selection of an appropriate weighting method. This section will therefore discuss the weighting of
indices in more detail.
According to the Handbook on Construction of Composite Indices (OECD, 2008) there are participatory
methods which can be described as subjective methods of weighting, and statistical methods which can
be described as objective methods of weighting.
One of the first subjective methods mentioned by the Handbook on the Construction of Composite Indicators
(OECD, 2008) is to weight an index according to the imposition of a researcher’s own judgement on
the priority of the quality of life dimensions. A second group of subjective weighting methods are
participatory methods incorporating the opinions of stakeholders (this may include experts, citizens and
politicians) in order to determine the weights of the dimensions.
An example of a participatory method is the budget allocation approach. Experts are given a ‘budget’ of
a certain number of points that can be distributed over different individual indicators. The experts can
then give higher weights to those indicators they wish to emphasise (OECD, 2008).
The main disadvantage of subjective measures of weighting is that it reflects the judgement of the
researcher or the consulted experts and not necessarily the communities’ opinion on the priorities of the
quality of life dimensions (Ram, 1982). Furthermore, if the opinions of experts are used to determine the
weights of the different dimensions, for example the budget allocation method, only a limited number of
variables can be included, as too many indicators complicate the reasoning to establish which indicator is
more important than the other. Subjective measures for the weighting of indices are also not conducive to
the construction of comparable synthetic indices, as the weighting of different indices for different groups
varies. And it is difficult to find a weighting system that is acceptable and endorsed by the majority of the
assessed groups and policy-makers. To overcome the shortcomings associated with subjective measures
of weighting indices, objective or statistical weighting measures may be used. With statistical methods
the weights are not arbitrarily assigned but based on information contained in the data set.
There is an array of statistical methods which have been used in the construction of composite indices
including equal weighting, principal components analysis, factor analysis, Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA), the ‘benefit-of-the-doubt’ approach, multiple regression, Structural Equation Modelling (SEM),
and various combinations of these methods.
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According to Hagerty and Land (2007), equal weighting is the most frequently used method to weight
composite indices. Equal weighting does not imply no weighting, but rather that all the dimensions are
equally important, even though this is seldom the weighting bestowed by community on each dimension.
Equal weighting can also lead to double counting in the index (OECD, 2008) if highly correlated variables
describing the same dimension are included in the index with each having the same weight. This skews
the value of the synthetic indicator towards the dimension with the highly correlated variables. The
main reason for employing equal weighting in the construction of indices is the simplicity of the method
(OECD, 2008).
Multiple regression analysis is an alternative method to weight indices in which the regression coefficients
are used as the weights. A benefit of using the regression coefficients is that the coefficients can to
some degree explain the relationships between a large number of indicators (independent variables)
and the dependent variable. One of the drawbacks of the method is that the variables included in the
analyses need to conform to the assumptions of multiple regression analysis which includes linearity and
independence of the explanatory variables (OECD, 2008). These assumptions are restrictive as they may
limit the choice of variables that can be included in the synthetic indicator.
Recently, researchers have also used the benefit-of-the-doubt approach which uses DEA to weight
synthetic indicators (Cherchye et al., 2007). This method uses linear programming to project an ‘efficiency
frontier’ that is used as a benchmark to measure the performance of entities such as countries, regions or
municipalities. A set of weights is then derived from the comparison of the distance between the entity’s
measure and the benchmark measure. One of the major advantages of this methodology is its flexible
weighting as each decision-making unit has a unique set of weights. These weights are used to highlight
the comparative advantages of the different decision-making units and to evaluate the performance of
the units. This is an ideal method to use if the research objective is to evaluate and compare the quality of
life of communities, while recognising the dimensions in which the community performs well.
PCA and Factor Analysis (FA) are of the most often used multivariate statistical techniques to weight
composite indices (Booysen, 2002). To derive the weights using PCA or FA the factor loadings of the
variables on the first component are used as the variation explained by the first component is generally
sufficient to adequately represent the original variables (Ram, 1982). However, if the explanatory value
of the first component is less than 55%, subsequent components should be included to derive the weights
to prevent useful non-redundant information being lost (Aivazian, 2005: 74).
Often PCA and FA are used interchangeably as both are variable reduction methods, although they
do differ in a number of ways. The purpose of PCA is to extract the maximum variance from a data set
with a few orthogonal components, whereas the main purpose of FA is to analyse the covariance or
communality in a data set. If FA is used as an analytical technique, only the variance that each observed
variable shares with other observed variables is available for analysis.
If a choice needs to be made as to which method is most appropriate for constructing composite indices,
Tabachnick and Fidell (2007: 635) recommend the use of FA “if the researcher is interested in a theoretical
solution without error variability or without a unique mathematical solution”. However, if the researcher
needs an empirical summary of the data set that explains the maximum variance with a unique mathematical
solution, then PCA is preferred.5 The Handbook on Constructing Composite Indices recommends the use of
PCA in the development of composite indices “as it has the virtue of simplicity and allows for weights
5

For discussions on PCA versus FA see Tabachnick and Fidell (2007: 634-640).
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representing the information content of individual indicators” (OECD, 2008: 69). Furthermore, using PCA
avoids duplication of information as the components are orthogonal and it is a useful method to select the
variables that should be included in a synthetic index (Somarriba & Pena, 2009).
The weights derived from the PCA are determined by the factor loadings on the components and are
fixed across all groups. Therefore, an instrument is derived which compares the quality of life of different
groups. But PCA also has certain weaknesses, for example the weights can only be estimated if there
is sufficient correlation between the selected variables. In addition, the units of measurement change
the principal components and it is therefore important to standardise the units of measurement before
analysis (Brooks, 2008).
Guided by the primary research objective of this paper and considering the strengths and the weaknesses
of the different weighting methods, PCA is considered to be the appropriate method to weight the
composite index of quality of life in the GCR and to compare the wellbeing across different demographic
and socio-economic groups. PCA objectively weights the dimensions included in the composite index,
therefore limiting a priori information needed on the weighting. It is a basic method to determine the
weights and it contributes to the selection of a limited number of indicator variables which represent the
data and the relevant dimensions of quality of life in a region. Moreover, both objectively and subjectively
measured indicators, as recommended by the Stiglitz Report (Stiglitz et al., 2009), can be included in the
composite index.

3.3 A description of PCA
PCA is a multivariate statistical technique that, when applied to a data set, reveals which variables in
the set form coherent subsets that are relatively independent of one another.6 The variables that are
highly correlated are combined into components. The components are expected to reveal the underlying
processes that have created the correlation among the variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).
PCA aims to extract the maximum variance from a data set with each component (Tabachnick & Fidell,
2007). “The first principal component is the linear combination of observed variables that maximally
separate subjects by maximising the variance of their component scores” (Tabachnick & Fidel, 2007: 635).
The second component is computed from the residual correlations. It is the linear combination of observed
variables that extracts maximum variability. This variability is uncorrelated to the first component.
The subsequent components also extract maximum variability from the residual correlations and are
independent from all the other components (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The extracted components
represent most of the variance of the original data set and can be used in further analysis.
In mathematical terms, PCA can be explained as follows:
From a set of variables X1, X2 to Xm, the principal components PC1 to PCm are extracted:
PC1 = a11X1 + a12X2+……+a1nXn
.				.
.				.
.				.
PCm = am1X1 + am2X2+……+amnXn

6
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where amn represents the weight for the mth principal component and the nth variable. The weights of each principal
component are given by the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix or the co-variance matrix. The variance (ƛ) for
each principal component is given by the eigenvalue of the corresponding eigenvector. The analysis conducted
for this paper relied on the eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors, as they summarise the variance in a
correlation or covariance matrix.7

3.4 The practical application of PCA
The first step in conducting a PCA is to verify that there is sufficient correlation between the variables in
order to perform the analysis. According to Tabachnick and Fidell (2007) the tests that should be used to
determine the correlation are the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure and the Bartlett test of sphericity.
The KMO statistic is a ratio of the sum of squared correlations to the sum of squared correlations plus the
sum of squared partial correlations (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The KMO statistic should be at least 0.6
in order to proceed with factor analysis (Kaiser & Rice, 1974).
The Bartlett test of sphericity is used to test the null hypothesis that variables in the population correlation
matrix are uncorrelated; that is that the correlation matrix is an identity matrix. If the associated probability
is less than 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected.
The second step is to identify a certain number of latent components (fewer than the initially selected
variables included in the analysis) that represent the data. As different types of variables were included
in the PCA with divergent units, a correlation matrix rather than a covariance matrix was used to extract
the components. The use of a correlation matrix ensured that all the data had equal weighting (Vyas
& Kumaranayake, 2006). When deciding on the number of components to extract, two factors were
considered: the parsimony concept and the need to explain as much of the variance in the original data
set as possible.
There are three techniques that guide the decision as to the number of components that needs to be
extracted. The first is the Kaiser’s criterion or the eigenvalue rule. The eigenvalue (variance) for each
principal component indicates the percentage of variation explained in the total data set. Using this
rule, components with an eigenvalue of 1.0 or more are extracted; an alternative measure is to extract
the number of components that cumulatively contribute to the explanation of the overall variance by
more than 50%. Second, the scree test can be used. The scree plot shows each of the eigenvalues of the
components. The number of components to extract can be determined by identifying the point on the
scree plot at which the shape of the curve changes direction and becomes horizontal. All the components
above this point can be retained. Third, the interpretability of the rotated components is considered
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).
After the components have been extracted the factor loadings of each of the variables on the components
are calculated. The factor loadings are the correlations between the latent components and a variable.
The next step in the PCA process (step three), deals with the rotation of the data, which is used to minimise
the number of individual variables that have a high loading on a specific component. When the data are
rotated it transforms the factorial axes to obtain a simpler structure of the components, which reveals
the differences between the extracted components. The ideal is that each variable loads on only one of

7

For an illustration of the calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors see Tabachnick and Fidell (2007).
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the components, though the variables are often complex and load on more than one component (OECD,
2008).
To decide which type of rotation to use it first had to be determined whether the data were oblique or
orthogonal by performing different tests. To test the data it was assumed that the data were oblique and
therefore selected the oblimin method of rotation. As part of the output of this method, a correlation
matrix indicating the correlations between the individual components is produced. If the correlation
is less than 10% between the components it can be assumed that the data are orthogonal and varimax,
and a method suitable for orthogonal data, is used as rotation method (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). After
the rotation, a matrix of factor loadings is produced which was used in further analyses and in the
construction of the composite index.

3.5 The GCRO Quality of Life Survey data set
The data set analysed in this paper is the GCRO Quality of Life Survey data set. It was collected by the
GCRO in 2009 and released for analysis in May 2010. The data were collected in order to measure the
quality of life and customer satisfaction of people living in the GCR.
The GCRO used a stratified sampling method to collect the data. The sampling frame was based on a
population universe as at Census 2001. The sample was stratified by municipality to ensure significant
coverage and a total of 6 639 respondents in 602 wards in 17 different municipalities were interviewed
(GCRO, 2011).

3.6 Selection of the indicator variables
In order to measure the quality of life of the respondents in the sample, the initial selection of indicator
variables of quality of life was based on the adopted theoretical approaches, the dimensions and indicator
variables included in the reviewed indices (see Section 2.3), and the availability of indicator variables
in the data set. The initially selected variables are discussed in Section 3.6.1 below and represent the
following dimensions of quality of life: ‘housing and infrastructure (basic services)’, ‘social relationships’,
an ‘economic dimension’, ‘education’, ‘health’, ‘governance’, ‘safety’ and ‘global satisfaction with life’.8
Section 3.6.2 describes the selection of a concise set of indicator variables from the initially selected
variables that offer a good representation of the data set and explains an acceptable proportion of the
variance in the data. These indicator variables will be used in further analysis.

3.6.1 The initially selected indicator variables
To measure ‘housing and infrastructure’ the following indicator variables were included in the data
set, and selected for inclusion in the analysis: ‘type of dwelling’, ‘type of sanitation’, ‘electricity used for
lighting’, ‘satisfaction with dwelling’, and ‘piped water on the premises’. All these variables are nominal
and were recoded into dichotomous variables with one indicating a positive influence on quality of life,
for example ‘living in a formal dwelling’, and zero indicating a negative effect on quality of life, for
example ‘not living in a formal dwelling’ (see Appendix A for a description of the coding of the variables).
To measure ‘social relationships’ four indicator variables were selected for inclusion in the data set:
‘satisfaction with time with family’, ‘satisfaction with time with friends’, ‘satisfaction with time to do

8
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own things’ and ‘satisfaction with marriage’. The respondents were requested to rate their perceptions
on a five-point scale ranging from ‘very dissatisfied’ to ‘very satisfied’.
To measure the dimension related to ‘economic factors’ the following variables were selected: ‘work
conditions’, ‘income’, ‘standard of living’, ‘satisfaction with amount of money available’, ‘satisfaction
with life’ and ‘perceived social status’. The income variable was recoded to reflect different income
categories. The other indicators were rated on a five – point scale ranging from ‘very dissatisfied’ to ‘very
satisfied’.
To measure ‘education’ the only indicator variable available in the data set was ‘years of education’, and
this variable was consequently selected for inclusion.
Based on the recommendations of the Stiglitz Report (2009) and the UN’s Happiness Report (2012) it was
decided to also include a global satisfaction indicator, namely ‘how satisfied are you with your life’.
Three indicator variables were selected to measure ‘health’. Two of the three indicators determined if
a person’s health kept him/her from doing their daily work or taking part in social activities, and the
third indicator measured if the respondent was ‘satisfied with their health’. Each of these indicators was
measured on a four-point scale ranging from ‘never’ to ‘always’.
In order to measure ‘safety’ three indicators were selected: ‘how safe do you feel in the area where
you live during the day’, ‘how safe do you feel in the area where you live after dark’, and ‘how safe do
you feel’. All three indicators were categorical indicators with one indicating ‘feeling unsafe’ and five
indicating ‘feeling very safe’.
The final dimension included in the analysis was ‘governance’, and we selected five variables were
selected: ‘satisfaction with local government’, ‘politics is not a waste of time’, ‘the country is going in the
right direction’, the ‘judiciary is free from influence’ and the ‘election was free and fair’. These indicators
were measured on a five-point scale ranging from ‘very dissatisfied’ to ‘very satisfied’.

3.6.2 The final selection of the indicator variables
To select the final set of indicator variables it was necessary to conduct successive rounds of PCA during
which different combinations of the initially selected variables was used to eliminate those variables with
the lowest communalities.9 This was done in order to arrive at a set of indicator variables that, compared
to other sets of indicator variables, explains the most variance in the data set. The final selection is shown
in Table 3.

9

Amount of variance in the indicator explained by the component.
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Table 3: The final selection of indicator variables
Variable

Type of data

Min

Max

Mean

SD*

Type of dwelling

Dichotomous

0

1

0.8505

0.3566

Piped water on premises

Dichotomous

0

1

0.9160

0.2774

Electricity used for lighting

Dichotomous

0

1

0.9050

0.0036

Satisfied with time available for family

Ordinal

1

5

3.9985

0.8878

Satisfied with time available for friends

Ordinal

1

5

3.7534

1.0157

Satisfied with time available for own things

Ordinal

1

5

3.5010

1.0707

Work conditions

Ordinal

1

5

3.5117

1.1588

Level of education

Ordinal

1

5

3.6589

0.0127

Income category

Ordinal

1

5

2.3907

0.9315

Satisfaction with life

Ordinal

1

5

3.1718

0.0153

Satisfaction with health

Ordinal

1

4

3.2115

0.7039

How often does health prevent you from taking
part in social activities

Ordinal

1

4

3.1900

0.8720

Feel safe at home

Ordinal

1

5

4.2874

0.2125

Satisfied with local government

Ordinal

1

5

2.9142

0.0144

Judiciary is free

Ordinal

1

5

3.1100

1.0900

*Standard deviation
Source: Authors’ own calculations using GCRO’s Quality of Life Survey data (GCRO, 2009)

The selected variables set out in Table 3 were used in the empirical analysis to address the primary and
secondary research questions.
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4. Results
This section reviews the descriptive statistics of the GCRO data set and discusses the results of the PCA.

4.1

Descriptive statistics of the GCRO Quality of Life Survey
data set

Table 4 below summarises the descriptive statistics on the demographic and socio-economic characteristics
of the sample population.
Table 4: Descriptive statistics of the Quality of Life Survey data set
Geo type

Frequency (N)

% of Sample

Urban formal (built up town or city area)

4 156

62.6

Urban informal

1 654

24.9

609

9.2

Tribal settlement

82

1.2

Farming

92

1.4

R0-R1600

2 157

33

R1 601-R12 800

3 065

46

720

11

65

1

5 452

82.2

79

1.2

Coloured

246

3.7

White

859

13.0

Male

2 708

40.8

Female

3 928

59.2

18-20

460

7

21-30

1 971

30

31-40

1 604

24

41-50

1 120

17

51-65

934

14

66-75

347

5

75+

133

2

Peri-urban (mostly informal/smallholding)

Income groups

R12 801 – R102 400
R102 401 – more
Race
African
Asian/Indian

Gender

Age

Source: Authors’ calculations using GCRO’s Quality of Life Survey data (GCRO, 2009)
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Table 4 illustrates that the majority of respondents in the sample reside in urban formal or urban informal
areas, which indicates the degree of urbanisation of the GCR; while only 2.6% of the respondents live in
tribal or rural areas.10
The average income of the respondents was in the income bracket of R1 601 to R12 800 per month, with
only 12% of the sample indicating an income in excess of R12 800 per month. The share of income of the
lowest decile of the respondents was merely 2% of the total income earned by households in the sample,
compared to 68% earned by the highest decile of income earners. This reflects the considerable skewness
of the income distribution in the GCR (GCRO, 2011).
The sample reflects the race distribution of South Africa as approximately 80% of respondents were
African. More than half of the respondents were female and almost 93% of the respondents were of
working age between 18 and 65 years.

4.2 The results of the PCA
The KMO measure of sampling adequacy was 0.745, which indicated a high sampling adequacy for FA.
The Bartlett test of sphericity associated probability was less than 0.05 at 0.000, which was small enough
to reject the null hypothesis of no correlation in the data set. Therefore both these tests indicated that
there was sufficient correlation in the selected variables to perform PCA.
To decide on the number of components to extract the Kaiser rule, the scree plot and the interpretability
of the rotated component matrix were used.
To consider the Kaiser rule the results shown in Table 5 below were examined. In the first column
showing the initial eigenvalues without restricting the number of extracted components, it was noted that
component six had an eigenvalue of 0.858 which is less than one and, according to the Kaiser rule, should
then not be considered for extraction. Based on the Kaiser rule five components should therefore have
been extracted. To verify this decision the scree plot and the interpretability of the rotated components
were also considered.

10

20

The majority of Gauteng’s residents stay in urban formal and urban informal areas, and very few stay in tribal and rural areas.
Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, only respondents in urban formal and urban informal geographical types were
considered.
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Table 5: Total variance explained by the eigenvalues of the extracted components
Eigenvalues of extracted
components

Initial eigenvalues
Component

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%
Total

% of
Variance

Eigenvalues of rotated extracted
components

Cumulative
%
Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

1

2.985

19.899

19.899

2.985

19.899

19.899

2.118

14.119

14.119

2

1.827

12.180

32.079

1.827

12.180

32.079

1.842

12.280

26.399

3

1.410

9.400

41.479

1.410

9.400

41.479

1.669

11.129

37.528

4

1.277

8.511

49.990

1.277

8.511

49.990

1.585

10.570

48.097

5

1.066

7.107

57.097

1.066

7.107

57.097

1.350

9.000

57.097

6

0.858

5.719

62.816

Extraction method: Principal Component Analysis
Source: Authors’ calculations using GCRO’s Quality of Life Survey data (GCRO, 2009)

In Figure 1 below the scree plot shows an elbow at the fifth and the sixth extracted components, indicating
that either five or six components should be extracted.
Figure 1: Scree plot indicating the quality of life components
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The last guideline for the selection of the number of components to be extracted was based on the
interpretability of the rotated components. The interpretability was determined by analysing the highest
factor loadings of the indicators on each component. If these indicators with the highest factor loadings on
a specific component were highly correlated and related to a common latent variable – which is consistent
with the quality of life theory and the literature – then the extracted rotated components are interpretable.
It was found that if five components were extracted, the components were interpretable, whereas if six
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components were extracted, the interpretability was obscured. According to the interpretability guideline
it was concluded that five components should be extracted. Therefore, considering the Kaiser rule, the
scree plot and the test of interpretability, it was decided that five components should be extracted.
The results of the eigenvalues of the extracted five components are shown in the second column and
the eigenvalues of the rotated extracted components are shown in the third column of Table 5. The five
extracted components explain more than 57% of the variation in the data set, which was an acceptable
value of explained variance to be used in further analysis (for comparative studies see Vyas and
Kumaranayake, 2006; Rossouw and Naudé, 2008; Naudé et al., 2009; Lewer et al., 2009; and Rossouw and
Pacheco, 2012). In further analyses we used the results derived from the five extracted components with
rotation.
The pattern and structure matrix of the five extracted components with varimax rotation using PCA is
shown in Table 6 below. The table shows each indicator variable with its corresponding factor loadings on
each component. The factor loadings are the correlation coefficients between the variables and the factors.
The component was given a descriptive name according to the highest factor loadings on a component.
The remainder of this section highlights those indicator variables which had the highest factor loadings
on each component and the labels that were assigned. In addition, the percentage of variance explained
by each component is considered.
Table 6: Pattern and structure matrix for PCA with varimax rotation
Factor loadings on components
Variable

1

2

3

4

5

Piped water on premises

.837

.025

.035

.025

.051

Satisfied with local government

.102

-.025

.149

-.066

.694

Satisfaction with life

.212

.460

.504

-.053

.252

Satisfied with time available for friends

.021

.692

–.033

.190

-.050

-.079

-.047

.705

.047

.036

Electricity used for lighting

.831

.050

.069

.007

.026

Type of dwelling

.768

.085

.120

-.024

.029

Income category

.197

.101

.678

.096

-.078

Satisfaction with health

.008

.068

.195

.793

.095

-.039

.096

.020

.835

.056

.044

.203

.028

.187

.568

-.051

-.064

-.210

.035

.646

Satisfied with time available for own things

.081

.699

.202

-.021

.172

Satisfied with time available for family

.029

.758

-.017

.046

-.042

Level of education

.153

.077

.540

.407

-.088

14.12%

12.28%

11.13%

10.57%

9.00%

Work

How often does health prevent you from taking
part in social activities
Feel safe at home
Judiciary is free

Percentage explained variance
Note: Major factor loadings for each item are in bold

Source: Authors’ calculations using GCRO’s Quality of Life Survey data (GCRO, 2009)
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Table 6 shows that type of dwelling (0.768), water on the premises (0.837) and electricity for lighting
(0.831) have the highest factor loadings on the first component. This component was labelled housing and
infrastructure. This dimension represents one of the basic needs of people and according to Maslow’s
(1943) hierarchy of needs, is one of the first needs people fulfil. This dimension explains the most variance
in the data set, 14.12%. The values on the indicator variables measuring the component vary greatly
among the included respondents and have an important role in explaining the different levels of quality
of life. This finding was consistent with previous research done by Bookwalter et al. (2006), CASE (2006).
Richards et al. (2007), Hinks and Gruen (2007), GCRO (2011) and Moller (2012).11 These studies illustrate
that the fulfilment of basic needs, such as living in a house and having access to basic services, are some of
the biggest contributors to the quality of life and subjective wellbeing of the people living in South Africa.
In the second component, ‘time with family’ (0.758) and ‘time with friends’ (0.692) and ‘sufficient time
for leisure’ (0.699) loaded the highest on the component and this component was labelled as ‘social
relationships’. Social relationships is also a need described by Maslow (1943), who explained that people
need to be loved and cherished and feel part of a community. This dimension explained the second
most variance in the data set (12.28%), and these indicator variables therefore also showed considerable
variance between the respondents.
In the third component the variables with the highest factor loadings were ‘income’ (0.678), ‘employment’
(0.705), ‘education’ (0.540) and ‘subjective wellbeing’ (0.504). These variables are related to economic
issues in which education plays an important role in both employment and earning higher levels of
income. Furthermore, being satisfied with life is highly correlated with economic variables especially at
lower levels of income. This component was described as ‘socio-economic status’ and explained the third
most variance in the data set at 11.13%.
‘How often does health prevent you from taking part in social activities’ (0.835) and ‘satisfaction with
health’ (0.793) were the two variables with the highest factor loadings on the fourth component and were
labelled as ‘health’. This component is related to the functionings of humans, as health is essential to fulfil
the end goals of human life. This dimension explained 10.57% of the variance in the data.
In the fifth component the variables with the highest factor loadings were ‘feel safe at home’ (0.568),
‘satisfaction with local government’ (0.694) and ‘freedom of the judiciary’ (0.646); these indicators reflect
functionings of a higher order. ‘Feel safe at home’ clusters with ‘satisfaction with local government’ and
‘freedom of the judiciary’. This could possibly be explained by the high correlation and close relationships
between safety, governance and the judiciary system. People are safer in an environment in which the
government and the judiciary system function well and laws are enforced to prevent crime. This component
was labelled ‘governance and safety’. This dimension explained 9% of the variance in the data.
To summarise, the patterns in the data revealed by the PCA indicated that there were five components or
dimensions of quality of life captured in the selected data set. Each component explained progressively
less of the variance in the data set. Furthermore, the PCA analysis showed that the dimensions revealed
in the data corresponded to those described in other studies of quality of life, and were included in the
construction of quality of life composite indices. The finding that ‘housing and infrastructure’ explained
the most variance in the data set accords with previous research done in South Africa. The results of the
PCA were supported by the reviewed theory and literature on quality of life, which underscored the
robustness of the selection of the indicator variables and the decision to extract five components.

11

See also other works of Moller and co-authors such as Moller and Schlemmer (1983), Moller and Schlemmer (1989), and
Moller and Dickhow (2002).
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5. The construction of a
Quality of Life index for the GCR
In Section 3.1 the steps for the construction of a composite index were explained. In this section we
proceeded with the construction of the composite index by following the steps explained in Section 3.1,
using the selected indicator variables.

5.1

The construction of the index

The method introduced by Nicoletti et al. (2000) was used to weight and aggregate the composite index
of quality of life. This method differs from other standard methods found in the literature to weight
composite indices using PCA as it does not only consider the first principal component to weight the
index, but also the factor loadings of the consecutive extracted components. The benefit of this method is
that a bigger proportion of the variance in the data set is explained.
According to this method, the individual indicators are grouped into intermediate composite indices
based on the highest factor loadings of the indicators on a specific component. Table 7 again shows the
results of the PCA (also illustrated in Table 6) as well as further analysis (see the explanation below the
Table 7) of the data with five extracted components. Based on these results, five intermediate composite
indices were constructed.
Table 7: Factor loadings based on PCA
Squared factor loadings
(scaled to unity sum)

Factor loadings on components
1

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Piped water on premises

.837

.025

.035

.025

.051

.350

.000

.000

.000

.000

Satisfied with local
government

.102

–.025

.149

–.066

.694

.000

.000

.000

.000

.390

Satisfaction with life

.212

.460

.504

–.053

.252

.000

.000

.170

.000

.000

Satisfied with time
available for friends

.021

.692

–.033

.190

–.050

.000

.310

.000

.000

.000

–.079

–.047

.705

.047

.036

.000

.000

.330

.000

.000

Electricity used for lighting

.831

.050

.069

.007

.026

.350

.000

.000

.000

.000

Type of dwelling

.768

.085

.120

–.024

.029

.300

.000

.000

.000

.000

Income category

.197

.101

.678

.096

–.078

.000

.000

.310

.000

.000

Satisfaction with health

.008

.068

.195

.793

.095

.000

.000

.000

.470

.000

How often does health
prevent you from taking
part in social activities

–.039

.096

.020

.835

.056

.000

.000

.000

.530

.000

.044

.203

.028

.187

.568

.000

.000

.000

.000

.260

–.051

–.064

–.210

.035

.646

.000

.000

.000

.000

.340

Work

Feel safe at home
Judiciary is free
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Squared factor loadings
(scaled to unity sum)

Factor loadings on components
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Satisfied with time
available for own things

.081

.699

.202

–.021

.172

.000

.320

.000

.000

.000

Satisfied with time
available for family

.029

.758

–.017

.046

–.042

.000

.370

.000

.000

.000

Level of education

.153

.077

.540

.407

–.088

.000

.000

.190

.000

.000

Explained variance
(Eigenvalue)
Total percentage of
explained variance

2.118 1.842 1.669 1.585 1.350
.247

.215

.195

.185

.158

Note: Factor loadings in bold indicate the highest factor loadings on a specific component
Note: The first five columns of Table 7 repeat the information of Table 6
Source: Authors’ calculations using GCRO’s Quality of Life Survey data (GCRO, 2009)

The same names were given to the constructed intermediate composite indices than were used in previous
sections to label the extracted components. In the order of explaining the most variance in the data set the
intermediate composite indices were ‘housing and infrastructure’, ‘social relationship’, ‘socio-economic
status’, ‘health’ and ‘safety and governance’. To construct the intermediate composite index ‘housing and
infrastructure’, the variables with the highest factor loadings on this component, namely ‘piped water on
the premises’ (0.837), ‘electricity used for lighting’ (0.815) and ‘type of dwelling’ (0.768) were included.
The weighting of each of the variables was derived by squaring the factor loadings of the variables. The
squared factor loadings represented the proportion of the total unit variance of the indicator, which
was explained by the component. Furthermore, the weights were scaled to unity sum. Therefore, the
weighting of ‘piped water on the premises’ was 0.35, ‘electricity used for lighting’ was also 0.35 and
‘type of dwelling’ was 0.30 in the intermediate composite index labelled ‘housing and infrastructure’. In
the same manner, the weights of the other variables were derived and included in the successive four
intermediate composite indices.
Once the five intermediate composite indices had been constructed, they were aggregated by allocating a
weight to each one of them equal to the proportion of the explained variance in the data set. For example,
the weighting of the first intermediate composite index was 0.247 (24, 7%), calculated as follows:
0.247 = (2.118 / (2.118+1.842+1.669+1.585+1.350))
In the same manner the weights of each intermediate composite index in the total composite index
were calculated (see Table 7 for the weighting of the intermediate composite index expressed as the
total percentage of explained variance of each component). Note that the weighting of each consecutive
intermediate composite index contributed less to explaining the variance in the data set, decreasing from
24.7% to 15.8%.
In summary, the method proposed by Nicoletti et al. (2000) was used to construct a composite index of
quality of life which was objectively weighted according to the explained variance in the data set.
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5.2 Validation of the robustness of the composite index of
quality of life
Two methods were used to test the robustness of the newly created composite index of quality of life. The
first was to employ different methods to treat the missing data. The second method was to correlate the
values of the composite index to traditionally used single-dimensional measures of quality of life such as
income or subjective wellbeing.
Using the first method, three different PCAs were run, using listwise and pairwise12 deletion as well as
single imputation based on the means of the variables. This was followed by a comparison of the derived
rotated factor matrices and an inspection of the matrices for meaningful differences in the factor loadings
of the variables. If meaningful difference were found it could indicate that the selection of the method to
treat the missing data had an effect on the constructed composite index.
No meaningful differences were found between the results of the rotated matrices using different methods
of treating missing data in the indicator variables (see Appendix B). Therefore, based on these results it
was concluded that the newly constructed composite index was robust.
Using the second method the values of the composite index were correlated to income and subjective
wellbeing using the income variable and the life satisfaction variable included in the GCRO Quality
of Life Survey (GCRO, 2009).13 The quality of life score positively and strongly correlated with income
and subjective wellbeing (see Table 8), with correlation scores of 0.553 (satisfaction with life) and 0.659
(income). Based on these findings it was concluded that the newly created quality of life index was
robust. Furthermore, although single-dimensional measures such as income and life satisfaction might
possibly reflect the trend in quality of life, a multi-dimensional measure presents a more holistic view of
the experienced quality of life of people.
Table 8: Correlation matrix
QoL score

Satisfaction with life

QoL score

1

Satisfaction with life

.553***

1

Income

.659***

.301***

Income

1

Note: QoL = Quality of Life
***Significant at the 1% level.
Source: Authors’ calculations using the GCRO’s Quality of Life Survey data (GCRO, 2009)

Based on these findings it was concluded that the newly developed quality of life measure was robust
and adequate for use in further analysis.
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If listwise treatment of missing variables is used any missing value for any variable is omitted. If pairwise treatment of a case
is used the respondent is only left out of the analysis for those variables that have missing values.

13

It should be acknowledged that comparing the newly constructed composite index to the income variable and the life satisfaction variable can raise the question of endogeneity. However, the lack of data leaves no other option and the results are
therefore interpreted with care.
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6. Quality of life scores of different
demographic and socio-economic
groups
This section explains how the newly constructed quality of life index was used to calculate and compare
the quality of life scores of different demographic and socio-economic groups within the GCR.
In Figure 2 the calculated quality of life scores for the different groups are shown as a percentage, with
100% the maximum score. To attain a 100% score the respondent had to score the highest value for each
indicator variable within each dimension of quality of life.
Comparing the life scores illustrated that the groups with the lowest life scores were respondents living in
informal urban areas, respondents in a household earning less than R1 601 per month, African repondents,
and people over the age of 65. This, naturally, did not imply that all the repondents within these groups
had low quality of life scores, but rather that within these groups there were more individuals with lower
levels of quality of life than within other groups.
Figure 2: Quality of life scores of different demographic and socio-economic groups
90
78

80

Quality of life score

70 65
60

72
61

71

69

64

62

57

67

71
65 63

65 64 64 63
61 60 60

50
40
30
20
10
>75

66 – 75

51 – 65

41 – 50

31 – 40

21 – 30

18 – 20

Female

Male

White

Coloured

Asian

African

R204 801 – R-

R102401 – R204 800

R12 801 – R102 400

R1 601 – R12 800

R0 – R1 600

Urban informal

Urban formal

0

Source: Authors’ calculations using the GCRO’s Quality of Life Survey data (GCRO, 2009)

In the first instance the quality of life scores of respondents living in different geographical types were
analysed and compared. Figure 2 shows that the quality of life of urban informal residents is lower than
that of urban formal residents. This finding is supported by other literature, for example Klasen (2000),
Higgs (2007), and Rossouw and Naudé (2008).
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Based on the GCRO data set14 the differences between urban informal and urban formal areas can
perhaps be explained by the lower income levels reported by respondents in urban informal areas
(R2 400 compared to R4 800 per month), lower employment rates (35% compared to 46%) and less access
to formal housing and infrastructure.
In the urban formal areas almost all the respondents resided in formal dwellings, had electricity for
lighting, and water on their premises. This compares with only 80% of the urban informal respondents
that resided in formal dwellings, 10% did not have water on their premises and 12% did not have
electricity for lighting.
Second, the findings were viewed in light of the differences in income between groups. The lowest
quality of life score calculated based on income differences was that of households earning up to R1 600
per month. According to these calculations quality of life increases as income increases up to a level of
R204 801 per household per month, at which point the quality of life score starts to decline. This finding
corresponds with the findings of Easterlin (1974) based on subjective wellbeing where it was shown that
as income increases subjective wellbeing increases up to a certain point, after which it starts to decline. It
is notable that this paper’s findings on quality of life, a multi-dimensional measure, confirmed Easterlin’s
findings on subjective wellbeing, a single-dimensional measure. The results presented in this paper are in
line with the findings in the broader literature that subjective wellbeing might be a better proxy for quality
of life than income. Secondly, the results of this paper show that the relationship between wellbeing and
income in developing regions such as the GCR might follow a similar pattern as in developed countries.
Conceivable reasons for the lower quality of life of high income earners, reported by respondents in the
GCR, can possibly be found in lower levels of ‘satisfaction with time spent with family and friends’,
‘satisfaction with leisure time’ and lower levels of overall ‘life satisfaction’.
The lower levels of quality of life among lower income earners can partially be explained by a lack of
employment. The main reason mentioned by the respondents for not being employed was a shortage of
jobs. There was also a marked difference in the education level of the lower and higher income groups.
Only 4% of the lowest income groups had tertiary training compared to almost 62% among the income
group earning more than R51 000 per month (GCRO, 2009).
Comparing dwelling types and infrastructure, almost all the higher income group respondents lived in
formal housing, had electricity for lighting and had water on the premises. In the income group earning
less than R800, almost 30% lived in informal housing, 16% did not have water on their premises and
approximately 4% did not have electricity for lighting.
Only 20% of the lowest income groups reported being satisfied or very satisfied with life. Those not
satisfied with life mentioned a lack of income, high costs of living and a shortage of employment
opportunities as the main reasons for being dissatisfied. In comparison, 75% of the wealthier respondents
reported being either satisfied or very satisfied with life (GCRO, 2009).
Third, the findings were reviewed based on comparisons between different race groups. The results
showed that Whites and Asians have higher levels of quality of life than Africans and Coloureds. This
finding was expected based on South Africa’s apartheid history. This result was furthermore supported
by other studies (Klasen, 2000; Higgs, 2007; Posel & Casale, 2011; GCRO, 2011; Moller, 2012 and SASAS
by the HSRC, 2013).
14
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Analysis of the GCRO data showed that the income variable, the life satisfaction variable and the variables
related to social relationships differed markedly between African and White respondents. The average
income of African households is approximately R2 200 per month compared to R9 500 earned by Whites
(GCRO, 2009). Furthermore, only 60% of the African respondents reported to be employed compared to
approximately 90% of the White respondents. Many of the employed African respondents reported being
employed in low-skilled jobs such as working in private households. The other race groups reported
being employed in higher-skilled jobs.
The life satisfaction variable differed markedly between the race groups (GCRO, 2009). Almost 84% of
Asians and Whites reported to be either satisfied or very satisfied with life compared to only 35% of
Africans and 50% of Coloureds. Higgs (2007), Posel and Casale (2011), GCRO (2011) and Moller (2012)
came to the same conclusions. Analysis of the GCRO data suggests that the main reasons mentioned by
respondents across all race groups for not being satisfied with life were economic in nature.
The ‘social relationships’ variables of Africans were on average higher than that of Whites and Asians,
implying that the former were more satisfied with the time they had available to spend with their family
and friends, as well as for leisure.
Fourth, the quality of life scores of men and women were compared. The quality of life score of men was
slightly higher than that of women. Analysis of the GCRO data illustrated that the variables ‘employment’
and ‘income’ were very different between the two groups. These results were similar to what Klasen
(2000) and GCRO (2011) found. Furthermore, the GCRO data showed that men are 20% more likely to
have worked in the past seven days than women. An explanation for this could be the lower levels of
female education reported in the GCRO survey as well as reasons listed by female respondents for not
finding employment such as “they have to look after children or family members” and that “they live too
far away” from employment opportunities (GCRO, 2009). Adding to this could be gender segmentation
and possible discrimination in the labour market. The average income earned by women is also slightly
less than the average income earned by men (GCRO, 2009).
Lastly, the quality of life scores based on age differences were analysed. There was very little difference
between the quality of life scores of different age groups, though the quality of life score of younger
respondents was slightly higher than that of middle-aged and older respondents. This finding was
similar to the findings of the GCRO (2011). The higher quality of life scores of younger respondents based
on the GCRO data might be explained by their higher levels of education and being healthier than older
respondents; 40% of the respondents between the ages of 18 and 35 indicated that they had matriculated
compared to only 14% in the age group over 40. Even though younger respondents had higher levels of
education and self-reported health, their level of employment was still relatively low (40%) compared
to respondents between the ages of 36 to 45 (58%). The main reason stated by the young respondents for
being unemployed was that there were ‘no jobs’ available (GCRO, 2009).
There was a negative relationship between the quality of life score of the different age groups and
income, thus although income increases with age up to a turning point at 65, the quality of life score
decreases. Reasons for the decrease in quality of life scores might possibly be ascribed to weaker health of
respondents over the age of 40 (GCRO, 2009). Furthermore, from the age of 35 respondents indicated that
they had less time to spend with friends and family and for leisure. Middle-aged and older respondents
also seemed to be less satisfied with the performance of the local government.
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To summarise, the results showed that the demographic and socio-economic groups with the lowest
quality of life scores were respondents residing in informal urban areas, African respondents, respondents
with low inome levels, older respondents and women. The groupings with higher quality of life scores
were Whites, Asians, younger respondents, higher income earners and urban dwellers.
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7. The components that explain the
most variance in the data set for
different groupings
The selected indicator variables were used and separate PCAs run for different demographic and socioeconomic groups to determine which dimensions of quality of life explain the most variance in the data
set for each group. This analysis was based on the descriptive label given to the first extracted components
of each group. The first three extracted components for each group are shown in Table 9 below.15
Table 9: The first three components extracted for each grouping
Group demarcations

Components
1

2

3

Africans

Housing and infrastructure

Social relationships

Health

Coloureds

Social relationships

Housing and infrastructure

SES*

Asians and Whites

Social relationships

SES

Safety and governance

R0 – R800

Housing and infrastructure

Social relationships

Health

R801 – R6 400

Housing and infrastructure

Social relationships

SES

R 6 401 – R51 200

Housing and infrastructure

Social relationships

SES

R51 201 – higher

Social relationships

Housing and infrastructure

SES

18-35

Housing and infrastructure

Social relationships

SES

36-48

Housing and infrastructure

SES

Social relationships

48-65+

Housing and infrastructure

SES

Social relationships

Male

Housing and infrastructure

Social relationships

SES

Female

Housing and infrastructure

Social relationships

Health

Urban formal

Social relationships

SES

Health

Urban informal

Housing and infrastructure

Social relationships

Health

Race

Income

Age

Gender

Geographical type

*SES: Socio-economic status
Source: Authors’ own analysis of GCRO data

15

As the objective was to compare the components that explain the most variance in the data set only the first three extracted
components were compared.
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For the majority of the groups, the biggest variance in the data was explained by the ‘housing and
infrastructure’ component (see Table 9). This implied that the indicator variables ‘type of dwelling’, ‘piped
water on the premises’ and ‘electricity for lighting’ vary considerably within these groups. Therefore, it
could be argued that improved ‘housing and infrastructure’, which is a basic need, could improve the
quality of life of these groups.
The dimension ‘social relationships’ explained the most variance in the data set for the following
groups: Coloureds, Asians, Whites, respondents with a monthly income of more than R51 201 and urban
formal dwellers. This implied that the indicator variables ‘satisfaction with time to spend with friends’,
‘satisfaction with time to spend with family’ and ‘satisfaction with time available for own things’ varied
the most within these groups. It could therefore be argued that in order to improve the wellbeing of
people in these groups the availability of time to spent with friends, family and for leisure should be
addressed. Furthermore, as ‘social relationships’ explained most of the variance in the data set and the
‘housing and infrastructure’ dimension was more consistent amongst these respondents (which meant
that the majority of them live in formal housing, and have access to electricity and water), it is possible
that their basic needs had been met.
A component that ranked within the top three positions in most of the groups was ‘socio-economic
status’. For the majority of groups this component explained a considerable proportion of the variance.
Therefore, this dimension may have had a notable effect on the quality of life of all demographic and
socio-economic groups, and varied considerably between all respondents.
Based on the findings of Section 7 on the component which explained the largest proportion of the
variance in the data set and the calculated quality of life scores of the different demographic and socioeconomic groups (Section 6), it was found that the groups in which ‘social relationships’ explained the
most variance in the data set largely corresponded with the groups with the highest quality of life scores.
It can therefore be argued that to improve the wellbeing of people that experience relatively higher levels
of quality of life the ‘social relationship’ component should be addressed, even though this component is
to a significant extent beyond the reach of public policy interventions.
The groups experiencing lower levels of quality of life correponded with those groups in which ‘housing
and infrastructure’ explained the most variance in the data set. A case could therefore be made that in
order to improve the wellbeing of people experiencing lower levels of quality of life the component
‘housing and infrastructure’ should be addressed. This component included indicator variables such
as ‘housing type’, ‘electricity for lighting’ and ‘water on the premises’; although it is also possible that
addressing any indicator variable closely related to these variables, such as ‘sanitation’ and ‘electricity for
cooking’, could also improve quality of life.
Furthermore, as ‘socio-economic status’ explained a considerable portion of the variance in the data set of
all the groups and was highlighted by the majority of groups as a concern which influences their quality
of life, addressing this component could contribute to the wellbeing of all people in the GCR.
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8. Conclusion
Quality of life is a multi-dimensional concept that needs to be measured by a composite index that is able
to assess the quality of life in a region. Only once quality of life is measured can trends in quality of life
be monitored and analysed in order to direct policy decisions.
This paper contributed to the literature on the measurement of quality of life by constructing an objectively
weighted composite index of quality of life and applying the index to compare quality of life across the
diverse population of the GCR. Furthermore, the paper also determined which components explained
the most variance in the data set of the different groupings.
A novel method developed by Nicoletti et al. (2000) was used to construct the composite index of quality
of life, which incorporated not only the first principal component to weight the index, but also additional
components to achieve a better representation of the data. The constructed index included the relevant
dimensions of quality of life for the region and included both objective and subjective indicator variables
as well as economic and non-economic variables. This was the first measure of this type constructed for
the GCR and used in South Africa.
Data from the 2009 Quality of Life Survey conducted by GCRO were used and the initial selection of the
quality of life index measures were based on the capabilities and functionings and subjective wellbeing
theoretical approaches. Through PCA a set of fifteen indicator variables was identified from the initially
selected indicator variables. These indicator variables represented five dimensions or components of
quality of life in the GCR and were labelled as: ‘housing and infrastructure’, ‘social relationships’, ‘socioeconomic status’, ‘health’ and ‘safety and governance’. Each of the consecutive extracted components or
dimensions explained less of the variance in the data set.
Corresponding to the extracted components five intermediate composite indices were constructed. The
intermediate composite indices were aggregated by weighting each one according to the percentage of
variance explained by the component. The index was validated and found to be robust.
Using the newly constructed composite index the quality of life of the different demographic and socioeconomic groups in the GCR was assessed. It was found that the quality of life scores of the following
categories of demographic and socio-economic groups were relatively lower than the others: urban
informal, low income, female, African and older respondents. The groupings with higher quality of life
included Asians, Whites, high income earners, younger respondents and urban dwellers.
To address the secondary research objective a PCA was run for each different demographic and socioeconomic group to determine which component explained the most variance in the data set for each
group. It was found that the first extracted component for the different groupings varied. For African
repondents, non-urban dwellers, the majority of age groups, all genders and low income earners, the
‘housing and infrastrcuture’ component, which represents a basic need, explained the most variance in
the data set.
For White, Coloured and Asian respondents, as well as for high income earners and repondents in urban
areas, the dimension described as ‘social relationships’ which is a higher order need, explained the most
variance in the data set. Furthermore, it was found that the dimension labelled ‘socio-economic status’
represented a considerable proportion of the explained variance of all the groupings.
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When the results of both the primary and the secondary research questions are considered, it is clear
that the groups which attained lower quality of life scores largely coincided with the groups in which
the dimension ‘housing and infrastructure’ explained the most variance in the data set. Therefore, it
might follow that to improve the quality of life of these groups the indicator variables ‘type of dwelling’,
‘electricity for lighting’ and ‘water on the premises’ as well as the indicator variables closely associated
with these variables such as ‘sanitation’ and ‘electricity for cooking’ should be addressed.
The groups with higher quality of life scores largely corresponded with the groups in which it was found
that ‘social relationships’ explained the most variance in the data set. Therefore it might follow that to
increase the quality of life of these groups the indicator variables ‘time with family and with friends’ as
well as ‘leisure time’ should be addressed insofar as possible. Within all the groups the dimension ‘socioeconomic status’ explained a considerable proportion of the variance in the data set. This dimension
was also highlighted as contributing to lower levels of quality of life. Therefore, we could argue that
improved ‘socio-economic status’ can directly improve the wellbeing of all groups of people in the GCR.
This paper analysed and measured quality of life and identified the demographic and socio-economic
groups and the dimensions of quality of life which should be addressed and prioritised to improve the
quality of life of all people in the GCR.
Acknowledgements We would like to thank the Gauteng City-Region Observatory for their financial
support and for access to the GCRO Quality of Life Survey data set.
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Appendix A
Recoding of variables
The recoding of the nominal variables was based on the guidelines provided in the Reconstruction and
Development Programme (1996)16 as well as the cut-off points used in the poverty index compiled by the
GCRO in the Gauteng City-Region Review (GCRO, 2011).
Table A: Coding of variables
Variable

Type of variable

Type of dwelling

Dichotomous

Piped water on premises

Dichotomous

Coding

Description

0

Informal dwelling

0

Traditional dwelling

1

House or formal structure

1

Flat

1

Town/cluster/semi-detached

1

Unit in retirement village

1

Room/flatlet in main dwelling

1

Hostel

0

Water not piped and not on
premises

1
1

Piped – in dwelling
Piped – yard tap

Electricity used for lighting

16

Dichotomous

0

Gas/LPG

0

Paraffin

0

Wood

0

Candles

0

Solar energy

1

Electricity

After the democratic elections in South Africa the government implemented the Reconstruction and Development Programme to address the problems of poverty and inequality.
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Type of variable

Type of sanitation

Dichotomous

Satisfaction with dwelling

Education

36

Dichotomous

Ordinal variable

07
Coding

Description

0

Septic tank

0

Pit latrine

0

Chemical toilet

0

Communal toilet

0

Neighbours

0

Bush

0

Bucket

0

No toilet

1

Full waterborne (flush toilet)

0

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

0

Dissatisfied

0

Very dissatisfied

1

Very satisfied

1

Satisfied

1

0 years

2

1-4 years

3

5-8 years

4

9-12 years

5

Tertiary training
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Appendix B
Robustness test of the composite index
The robustness of the newly constructed composite index was tested by running three separate PCAs,
using different methods to treat the missing variables. The first method used was listwise deletion (see
Table B.1), the second was pairwise deletion (see Table B.2) and the third was imputing the missing
variables by making use of single imputation (see Table B.3). The rotated matrices of each of the PCAs
were compared to determine if there were meaningful differences between the results of the matrices. No
meaningful differences were found and, based on the results shown in Table B.1, Table B.2, and TableB.3,
the conclusion was drawn that the newly constructed composite index was robust.
Table B.1: Rotated component matrix: using listwise deletion of missing variables
Component
1

2

3

4

5

Satisfaction with local government

.102

–.021

.145

–.064

.692

Satisfaction with life

.212

.453

.508

–.053

.252

Satisfaction with time available for friends

.028

.702

–.033

.189

–.054

Satisfaction with time available for own friends

.028

.783

–.013

.054

–.036

–.081

–.040

.699

.047

.036

Electricity used for lighting

.832

.051

.062

.006

.032

Type of dwelling

.764

.084

.122

–.026

.028

Income category

.194

.087

.685

.094

–.075

–.041

.097

.019

.836

.055

Satisfaction with health

.008

.068

.196

.792

.095

Feel safe at home

.045

.198

.033

.188

.569

Satisfied with time available for own things

.076

.708

.202

–.026

.170

–.050

–.063

–.206

.030

.649

Piped water on premises

.843

.026

.038

.025

.049

Level of education

.150

.083

.541

.404

–.090

Work

How often does health prevent you from taking part in social
activities

Judiciary is free

Source: Authors’ calculations using GCRO’s Quality of Life Survey data (GCRO, 2009)
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Table B.2: Rotated component matrix: using pairwise deletion of missing variables
Component
1

2

3

4

5

Satisfaction with local government

.101

–.024

.148

–.067

.693

Satisfaction with life

.212

.452

.509

–.053

.254

Satisfaction with time available for friends

.023

.702

–.034

.187

–.053

Satisfaction with time available for own friends

.025

.784

–.012

.052

–.036

–.079

–.039

.699

.048

.032

Electricity used for lighting

.833

.049

.068

.007

.026

Type of dwelling

.767

.083

.122

–.024

.029

Income category

.196

.086

.684

.097

–.074

–.039

.098

.020

.835

.056

Satisfaction with health

.008

.066

.195

.793

.096

Feel safe at home

.044

.197

.030

.186

.570

Satisfied with time available for own things

.082

.704

.203

–.023

.171

–.051

–.062

–.211

.035

.645

Piped water on premises

.841

.026

.034

.025

.051

Level of education

.152

.082

.538

.407

–.089

Work

How often does health prevent you from taking part in social
activities

Judiciary is free

Source: Authors’ calculations using GCRO’s Quality of Life Survey data (GCRO, 2009)

Table B.3: Rotated component matrix: using the mean to impute missing variables
Component
1

2

3

4

5

Satisfaction with local government

.101

–.024

.148

–.067

.693

Satisfaction with life

.213

.452

.508

–.053

.254

Satisfaction with time available for friends

.023

.701

–.034

.188

–.053

Satisfaction with time available for own friends

.025

.784

–.012

.052

–.036

–.080

–.039

.700

.047

.032

Electricity used for lighting

.831

.049

.069

.007

.026

Type of dwelling

.768

.083

.121

–.024

.029

Income category

.197

.086

.683

.097

–.074

–.040

.098

.019

.835

.056

Satisfaction with health

.008

.066

.195

.793

.096

Feel safe at home

.045

.197

.030

.186

.570

Satisfied with time available for own things

.082

.704

.203

–.023

.171

–.051

–.062

–.211

.035

.645

Piped water on premises

.837

.026

.034

.025

.051

Level of education

.153

.082

.538

.407

–.090

Work

How often does health prevent you from taking part in social
activities

Judiciary is free

Source: Authors’ calculations using GCRO’s Quality of Life Survey data (GCRO, 2009)
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01 GREEN STATS

05 OECD TERRITORIAL REVIEW of the GCR
The Review says lot of interesting things about the GCR’s spatial
form, and its impact on social and economic opportunities

1

3,6m

Gauteng is the largest
waste producer in
South Africa

cubic metres of
hazardous waste are
produced every year

GCR DATA

COMPARISON

Surface area

13th

18 178 km2

LARGEST

in OECD
database

Population density

OECD
average

623
persons/km2

2

35%

Transport is the 2nd
largest consumer of
energy in the province

of all energy
consumption is
consumed by transport

Is university-based regional
development possible?

02 TRANSFORMING HEIs IN THE GCR
Gauteng City-Region (GCR)

25%

% of commuters using
rail to get to work

Compared to

Seoul

9,5 %

The average amount of waste generated in Johannesburg is approximately
1.2 kg per person per day. People in informal settlements generate on
average 0,16kg per day, whereas over 2 kg per day is common in affluent
areas. In addition, Gauteng is the biggest producer of waste in South Africa.

Higher education institutions (HEIs)

Compared to

New York

39%

* % of poor living in high-poverty neighbourhoods

Gauteng has the highest
greenhouse gas emissions
of any province

tons of waste are
produced by Gauteng
every year

2008

Concentrated
poverty rate*

#1

5,7m

672

On 30 November 2011, the Gauteng Provincial Government launched the OECD Territorial
Review of the Gauteng City-Region. Under the leadership of the Gauteng Planning
Commission the GCRO supported the Urban Development Unit in the OECD to conduct this
18 month research, peer-review and benchmarking exercise, in which the GCR was assessed
in comparison with 90 other metropolitan-regions in the OECD’s global MetroDatabase.
The largest
GCRO project
to date

Academic
staff 3 415

Ratio of median house
price to median house- Compared to
Vancouver
hold income§
9 times

23 times

§

Cities where house prices are 5x annual
household income are severely unaffordable.

Read more about this GCRO project, and find a link to an online
version of the Territorial Review at:

info graphics: www.itldesign.co.za
photo: www.umuziphotoclub.blogspot.com

http://www.gcro.ac.za/project/oecd-territorial-review

Gauteng’s 50 priority wards

06

University of South Africa

To Polokwane

32,5%

EXAMPLES OF INDICATORS PER WARD
GCRO 50 Priority Wards with GPG 20 Priority Townships

263 559

# of students
enrolled

EACH

To Mbombela

THE TOTAL #
OF CAMPUSES
IN THE GCR

Soshanguve

University of Pretoria

Academic
staff 5 113

% of each ward covered by
informal settlements

55 734

# of students
enrolled

 REPRESENTS A

Ga-Rankuwa

UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

Tshwane University of Technology

Academic
staff 1 860

Tshwane

Greater GCR

52 688

Gauteng Province

eMalahleni

ng

Sandton

# of students
enrolled

fike

Johannesburg
Ekurhuleni

Average
household income

Academic
staff2 696

To

Ma

Soweto

North West University

50 589

# of students

Secunda

To Bushbuckridge

Vanderbijlpark
Potchefstroom

Klerksdorp

?

enrolled

Data source: Council on Higher Education (CHE) data, 2009

University of Johannesburg

Academic
staff3 342

49 315

# of students
enrolled

Academic
staff4 220

Can the GCR become a knowledge producer through engaging with multiple
stakeholders such as government, business/industry and civil society?

Numerous global case studies show that higher education can
stimulate cutting-edge development in cities and regions
through different forms of inter-sectoral engagement such as:

» Silicon Valley, California
» Research Triangle Institute, North Carolina
» Marg Science Technology Park,Chennai, India
» Singapore Science Park

Best
global
examples

Is the GCR able to use its HEIs in this way?

% of adults receiving
social grants

University of the Witwatersrand

29 234

To Upington

An interactive viewer has been developed for users to analyse
the 50 priority wards derived from 18 indicators. You can
search for and zoom to a ward, view and map each individual
indicator, change the weighting of an individual indicator and
see the effect on the priority wards map.

# of students
enrolled

HEI Orientation

Vaal University of Technology

Traditionally research oriented,
offering professional degrees

Academic
staff 737

19 407

Vocational and career-oriented

# of students
enrolled

A mix of both

http://www.gcro.ac.za/maps-gis/interactive-maps/50pw

% of population aged 0-18
further than 3km from a
public school
info graphics: www.itldesign.co.za

Statistics South Africa:
GDP-REGIONAL (GDP-R) DATA

03 GDP DATA FOR GAUTENG
GDP data @ provincial rather than @ national level

07 GAUTENG 2012 BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS
SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION

36.91%

6.4%
Mining

3.2%
2009-2010

OTHER SECTORS

R8.26 BILLION

26.37%

3.39%

FOR INFRASTRUCTURE

HEALTH

33.33%

Strongest growing sector 2010

49.14
%

Weakest growing sector 2010

Agriculture
-0.3%

GDP-R growth
(2005 Rands)

2.74
%

GDP-R*

OTHER

On 29 November 2011, StatsSA released official GDP figures for provinces for 2010

Share of national economy

Gauteng: 33.7%

The GDP-R figures show that Gauteng performed better than other provinces last year,
with a 3.2% growth rate against a national average of 2.9%. This growth is not nearly as
good as that of the mid-2000s when Gauteng steamed ahead at 6% or more for a number
of years. But it is better than the -1.3% contraction in 2009.

* at current market prices

2010

1995

2010

2000

1.06%
0.54%
R49 097

15.07
%

15.08
%

ROADS &
TRANSPORT

EDUCATION

17.97
%

R897 553 m

national

GDP*

R2 661 435 m

R57 536

Average annual growth in
GDP-R per capita

R154 105

R162 690

Average annual growth in
GDP-R per worker

2012
2013

27,150,751

24,510,336

2,490,492

4,737,125

2.7%

4.84%

2.36%

3.24%

26,437,607

23,386,833

2,433,081

4,588,379

EDUCATION

HEALTH

?

Future growth paths need to address these issues:
» which sectors ought to be growing for a jobs-generating and more sustainable
economy
» low per capita growth
» weak productivity growth
» the fundamental challenge of how the highly
unequal distribution of wealth and economic
opportunity erodes growth prospects.

04 PARTICIPATION, CIVIL SOCIETY & RELIGIOSITY

0.62%

A 0.62% increase in the budget from the
previous year is well below inflation. This is
partly explained by a equitable share
allocation for the Gautrain project.

13.48%
2011
2012

OTHER

Key sectors’ budget increase in 2012/2013 (in Rands thousands)

Estimated receipts exceed estimated
expenditure by 4.25 billion. The budget is
not clear on how these funds will be spent.

NB

12,040,787

SOCIAL
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
DEVELOPMENT
& HOUSING

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
& HOUSING

The focus on infrastructure has positive
implications for economic growth and
employment creation

69,310,681

10,417,196

The real concern is that GDP per person only grew at 1.06% per annum between 1995
and 2010. This reflects strong population growth in the Gauteng over the period, but this
cannot be an excuse. Growth needs to be much higher if there is to be a meaningful
increase in aggregate wealth/person.

HEALTH

Percentage distribution of infrastructure budget

The social sector received the lion’s share of the budget (73.63%) and is dominated by
Education and Health.

68,886,687
TOTAL
PAYMENTS &
ESTIMATES

www.gcro.ac.za
info graphics: www.itldesign.co.za

08 FIFA 2010 ECONOMIC LEGACY FOR MICRO-TRADERS

GCRO Quality of Life Index
Score out of 10 (10 =perfect, 1=terrible)
Faith-based organisation
membership
Civil society organisation
membership

GCRO conducted a 2 year tracking study of 150+ micro-traders in
Gauteng province. The study sought to explore the perspective of ‘ordinary’
South Africans expected to reap benefits from the 2010 World Cup.

Average monthly profit

Profit usage

79%

used profit to buy
more stock

63%

placed their profits
in savings

R9 834
World cup month

58%

Average for GCR

bought equipment
for their business

No faith-based membership
No organisational
membership at all

R4 495

R4 432
Jan 2010

R4 062

42%

paid school fees

R3 457
Aug 2011

May 2010
Oct 2010

54.3% lower than World
Cup month and at similar
levels to Jan 2010

41%

paid off debt

31% 69%

66% 34%

fine

marginalised

Wishing you a peaceful holiday season

Civil society
membership, and
from all at the GCRO
faith-based
The last few months of any year are important for all the major
organisation
religions. Data indicate that there is a positive relationship between
participation in
participation in faith-based activities and those of civil society more particular, are key in
helping knit together
generally, and perceived quality of life in the Gauteng City-Region.
the social fabric of
Faith-based organisations are the largest players within civil society,
the city-region.
and thus key to understanding the impact of civil society in the
Gauteng City-Region.

46

fine

Barely registering on the
marginalisation scale

Participated in
faith-based activity

marginalised

Scoring worryingly high on
multiple indicators (such as
extreme views, alienation,
anomie, xenophobia and so on)

Not participated in
faith-based activity

Source: GCRO Quality of Life Survey, 2009
infographics by www.itldesign.co.za

Although there were significant boosts to micro-traders’
revenue during the month of the World Cup, these declined
post-World Cup. Skills development was minimal for the
respondents.
A steep learning curve for the GCR? Unfortunately the
2010 World Cup made only minor contributions to the
growth and skills development capacity of microbusinesses in Gauteng. A valuable opportunity was lost to
accelerate skills training and development in the GCR.

www.gcro.ac.za

Percentage of respondents approached by
organisations for skills development

GCRO Marginalisation Index
SEDA 15%
Small Enterprise
Development Agency

NAFCOC

11%

National African Federated
Chamber of Commerce

UYF

8%

Umsobomvu
Youth Fund

KF
GEP

6%

7%

Khula Finance

Gauteng Enterprise Propeller

BP

6%

Business Place

info graphics:
www.itldesign.co.za
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A COMPOSITE INDEX OF QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE GAUTENG CITY-REGION:
A PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS APPROACH

Varying access to
green infrastructure

Green
infrastructure

MEAN (AVERAGE) SCORE BY MUNICIPALITY (where 10/10 is perfect)
education migration economy xenophobia
access to
justice communication
sanitation
SERVCES

24.2%

Spatially connected natural areas, ecosystems and
landscape features, e.g. green roofs, parks, food gardens
and planted trees.
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corruption

This natural infrastructure purifies air and water, regulates
storm water, provides food and may create jobs.

6.7%
Northern suburbs

Southern quadrant

belonging

leni
Emfu21
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Health
origins of
migrants
Brighter shades show higher concentrations of
people without access to green space within 1km

Gauteng businesses involved
in growing vegetables,
horticulture and nursery
specialties have an annual
turnover of R70 million!
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employment
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gender based violence

RECYCLING

electricity

HOME

0.01

(average score
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Ironically, while public expenditure in areas like
housing and post-2010 visible policing have driven
up the Quality of Life scores, these are coupled with
deep cynicism about both politicians (as corrupt)
and public servants (as uncaring).
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2011: 6.25
2009: 6.24
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stores 5.3 million metric

tonnes of carbon

unemployment
on-going psycho-social challenges such
as racism, xenophobia and conservative
attitudes to gender equality
delivery alone may not resolve some of
the more intangible challenges around
hostility to politics and dissatisfaction with
government as well as other ‘headspace’
issues.

waste removal

AgriGIS Bizhub figures, 2010

Read more about this GCRO project at:

Read more about this project at:

http://www.gcro.ac.za/project/quality-life-survey-2

http://www.gcro.ac.za/project/green-assets-and-infrastructures

infographics: www.itldesign.co.za

Population

Percentage contribution
to GDP

R&D investment
Business

Witwatersrand 19

22%

The finding below uses a slice of data from the GCRO 2011 Quality of Life Survey to show
household electrical supply options. Fuel use behaviour for cooking and lighting among
household respondents connected to the grid, is categorised by household monthly income.

# of chairs per province and
university

Government

58%

infographics: www.itldesign.co.za

12 Fuel use behaviour for households with electricity supply

10 Geographic distribution of SARChl CHAIRS 2006-2012
The Department of Science and
Technology awards professorial
chairs to candidates at public
universities through its
NRF-SARChI programme.
The programme aims to:
 Attract and retain excellence,
research and innovation in
South Africa’s higher education
system
 Support a growing South
African knowledge-based
economy.

alienation

56

(equivalent to R786 million)
(approximate values as @ May 2010)

Government delivery in
meeting basic needs
and a perception that
crime levels have
dropped are among
the factors that have
driven this small, but
meaningful, rise in
quality of life

transport

indicators

crime

New York has budgeted $1,5
billion for green infrastructure to
2030. It estimates this will save
billions in 'hard' infrastructure
otherwise required for stormwater
management & water purification.

Ek
h
6.1urlen
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Westonaria
5.77

employment

covered by
trees

Global examples show that
Green Infrastructure planning
can alleviate fiscal stress for
government, if planned in
the same way as other
‘bulk’ services.

hunger

mobility

16.1% of
164 458 hectares

Gauteng has fared extremely well during the last
two years of global economic recession, and
overall quality of life has risen very slightly from
6.24 in 2009 to 6.25 (out of 10) for the province as
a whole.

decent work
CO
MEAN S RE = 6.25
ENG
UT
GA

Midva
6.42 al

Covered by trees

Green space accounts for 75% of Gauteng’s total area. Green spaces, trees
and ecological networks can provide some key services more effectively,
efficiently and sustainably than built infrastructure networks. GCRO's research
will attempt to value the economic contribution of green infrastructure and the
cost savings and benefits of investing in natural infrastructure as opposed to
traditional engineered systems.

On 23rd July 2012, GCRO launched the
second ‘Quality of Life’ survey, following the
first survey in 2009.
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09 Gauteng GREEN ASSETS & INFRASTRUCTURE

ELECTRICITY

Pretoria 11

SUPPLY
CONNECTION

*Tshwane 8

33%
GAUTENG
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23%
21%

0.8%

0.5%

Connected
to diesel
generators

Connected to
neighbour’s
house

Johannesburg 7
South Africa 2

1.5%

10.9%

6.9%

Did not
know their
electrical
supply

Connected
to solar

Do not
have
electricial
supply
option

39%

Connected to
conventional
meter

56%

NOTE: This is a multi-

mention question and does
not add up to 100%

Connected to
prepaid card

KwaZulu Natal 11

*Durban 1

Zululand 1

KWAZULU
NATAL

NUMBER OF CHAIRS
AWARDED SINCE
ITS ESTABLISHMENT
IN 2006

infographics: www.itldesign.co.za

Western Cape 11

Cape Town 32

10%

WESTERN
CAPE

 Quality of applications
 Candidate profiles
 University research standings
CHAIRS ALLOCATED TO
GAUTENG [31%],
KWAZULU NATAL [9%]
& WESTERN CAPE [40%]

16%
10% 10%

Current NRF-SARChI funding
criteria:

80%

13

33%
13%

Stellenbosch 16

61

*Cape Peninsula 2

16%

*Universities of Technology 2

WHAT OTHER POSSIBLE CRITERIA CAN BE USED FOR THE AWARDING OF RESEARCH CHAIRS?

PROVINCIAL CONTRIBUTION
TO THE NATIONAL GDP
Patterns in the allocation of awarded SARChI
chairs are not aligned with the economic and
demographic heartland of South Africa.
Should we see a better geographic
distribution of awarded chairs that better
matches the provincial contributions to
the national GDP in SA?

INVESTMENT OF R&D ACTIVITY

EQUITY

Business R&D activity is concentrated in
Gauteng, but government’s investment in
R&D seems to favour the Western Cape.
Should government’s investment balance
out that of the private sector, or reinforce
it?

UCT is the university with the highest
standing in global rankings.
Should universities that do not
already have a high standing and/or
strong research record be awarded a
larger number of research chairs?

13 ATTITUDES TOWARD GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE IN THE GCR
The GCRO 2011 Quality of Life survey explored attitudes
towards spousal/partner abuse through questions about
circumstances that may provoke gender-based violence
(GBV) in the Gauteng City-Region (GCR).
While it is heartening that a high proportion of respondents
said ‘No’ to our questions, this Vignette is motivated by the
small but disturbing proportion of respondents who
answered ‘Yes’.

HIGHEST SCORES FOR GBV QUESTIONS ACROSS MUNICIPALITIES
Percentages vary appreciably across
municipalities. They spike alarmingly in
Westonaria and Emfuleni. By contrast
Ekurhuleni, Johannesburg and Tshwane
perform much better on all the GBV
questions.

Westonaria

2.6

4.3

3.5

3.6

2.6

» refuses to have sex with him?

2.4

1.4

» burns the food?

1.3

1.2

» is unfaithful?

6.5

4.6

The average proportion of ‘Yes’ responses
across the range of GBV questions,
extrapolated to the adult population in
Gauteng, represents

nearly 300 000 people who believe
that women should be beaten in a
number of circumstances
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93.5%

97.1%
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> R12 800

14

10.8%

Emfuleni

Montreal

$49 900

New York

8.1%

0.1%
3.3%

0.7%
1.9%

0.2%

0.5%

$39 800 Luxembourg
$88 200
Moscow
$10 500

Beijing

$9 100

$50 400

$46 600
Westo

Paraffin
0.8%

London

City of Tshwane

City of
Johannesburg

Conventional
meter
electrical
supply

INTERNATIONAL WAGE DIFFERENTIALS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

Los Angeles

12.8%

Dublin

$45 700

Ekurhuleni

Tokyo

$59 800

Zurich

$81 600
Dubai

$35 900

Miami

$51 700

Delhi

$3 900
Merafong City

17.0%

Emful

Recent UBS data on earnings
for primary school teachers in

72 cities

Midvaal
Lesedi

15.9%
20.5%

across the world shows
significant disparities in wages in
this employment category*.

(Based on a US$ purchasing power parity (PPP) criteria)

Out of 72 cities

Of concern is the proportion of women who responded positively to the question
of women being beaten. Even though this percentage is small, it suggests that there
is still an urgent need to educate women as to their rights, and to help promote safe,
respectful and equitable relationships between men and women.

NB

‘Yes’

85.4%

Affordability may be one of the driving
factors locking poor households in these
risky and dangerous fuel types, despite
their connectivity to an electrical supply.

Mogale City

eni

3.8

» argues with him?

2.6% 2.9%

These findings open up debate on a whole
range of household fuel use issues, as well
as the role of different stakeholders in
transitioning energy fuel use in the
Gauteng City-Region.

Prepaid
card
electrical
supply

Gas

96.8%

$38 500

15.0%

» doesn’t look after children?

Electricity
95.8%

Toronto

Randfontein

Lighting

R0 R3 200

ATTITUDES TO GBV AT A LOCAL LEVEL

%
answered
YES

» goes out xwithout telling him?

Cooking

FUEL USE

Respondents who indicated no income and
low income are using risky and unhealthy
fuels (e.g. paraffin and candles) for their
cooking and lighting, even though they have
an electrical supply.

naria

The survey asked if a man is
justified in hitting or beating his
partner if she:

Simply connecting households with
conventional and prepaid electrical supply
option does not necessarily imply full use
of electricity as a carrier in the provision
of household energy services.

Johannesburg

ranks 43rd from the
highest paying city,

Luxembourg.

Sao Paulo

$9 500

US$14 400
vs
US$ 88 200

Gender-based violence tends to be seen as a largely private matter. While a
large-scale survey may give some clues about attitudes, the issue remains a largely
'hidden' or invisible one in our society. There is still much work to do in the GCR to
change belief systems and practices which support gender-based violence and
abuse.

International wage differentials
present local teachers with
incentives to migrate to

Refer to www.gcro.ac.za to explore the findings
of the GCRO 2011 Quality of Life Survey

(South African Council for Education, 2011)

‘greener pastures’

where teacher salaries are higher
e.g. other professions or Europe, North
America and Australia.

Auckland

Johannesburg

$30 300

$14 400

Sydney

$46 200

CONCLUSION
• Retaining teachers at the primary or foundational phase of the intellectual
development of children is of the highest importance.
• Teacher attrition may be further exacerbated by the shortage of primary-level
teachers, as a higher teaching load falls on fewer shoulders.
• There is need to improve teacher wages and provide opportunities for professional
development as is the case elsewhere e.g. Australia, Europe and North America.
• There are limited data sources which track teacher-movement from South Africa
and government needs to upscale the monitoring and tracking process.

*Refer to
www.gcro.ac.za/reports-data/data

for more information

www.gcro.ac.za
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